EMMA'S ANGEL DOLL
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT
Inspired by the Angel Suite at
the Christmas Inn, Emma
designed this easy-to-make,
no-sew angel ornament.
Materials:
One men's white cotton hankie;
1/2-yd. 1-1/4" wide flat silver
lace trim; white string; small
amount of fiberfill; 2-yds. jute
cord; 4-yds. 1/8" wide white
satin ribbon; three 1/4" silver
ribbon roses; 3/8-yd. 2" wide
silver wire-edged ribbon; 1/2yd. silver star garland; fabric
glue; glue gun; ornament hanger
Directions:
(Note: Use glue gun for all gluing except where noted.)
1. Using fabric glue, glue lace to one edge of hankie to form bottom edge
of angel's dress.
2. Wad fiber-fill into a 1-1/2" diameter ball. Using string, tie top center
of hankie (opposite edge from lace) around fiber-fill ball to form angel head.
3. Tie corners of hankie at either side of head into knots close to head to
form arms. Bring arms around to front of doll and knot together.
4. Form wire-edged ribbon into a circle, overlapping cut ends. Pinch
together at center and tie in place with string to form angel wings. Glue
center of wings to back of doll under head.
5. Cut jute into eight 8" lengths. Tie lengths together at center with
string. Unravel ends of jute to form hair strands. Glue knotted center of
hair to top center of doll head.
6. Cut three 1-yd. lengths of satin ribbon. Knot ends. Knot all three
lengths together in middle. Glue knotted center under arms so lengths form
streamers down front of angel's dress. Cut remaining yard of ribbon in half.
Working both pieces together as one, tie into a bow. Glue bow to front of
knotted arms. Glue ribbon roses above bow.
7. Leaving a 1-1/2” tail, wrap star garland into a 1-1/2” diameter
overlapping circles to form halo. Bend tail up 1/2” to form loop. Glue loop
to back of head. Bend halo 90 degrees to float above head.
8. Hook ornament hanger through string at center of angel wings.

